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Dedications 

To our grandchildren Logan, Graham, Juliana, Bret, Emelia, Madison, and Naomi: 

Joseph Joubert, a French writer from the seventeenth century wrote, “Your imagination is a window to 

your soul.” Take time out for thoughtful reflection every day. Let your imagination wander without the 

intrusion of cell phones, video games, music, or television. You will be amazed at what YOUR mind can 

create. 
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Chapter One – Happy Birthday! 
 
Date: July 23, 2036 
By: John Dereck Hall, Blue Ridge, Georgia, United States of America  
 

Today is my friend's birthday. No need for a cake with candles though. They couldn't make one 
big enough for he is 17,463,513 years old. Yes --- he has been alive for almost seventeen and one-half 
million years measured in Earth time. Obviously, he is not from around here. He or rather his species is 
from a planetary system on the other side of the Milky Way Galaxy. 

 
Compared to most sentient species in the Milky Way Galaxy he is very old. However, among 

their species he has lived about one-third an average life time. In my language, English, their species is 
called "Primes," since they were the first species in the Milky Way Galaxy to develop near speed-of-light 
travel.  

 
How could I know this you ask? We first met a little over twenty years ago in the summer of 

2014, August 21st at 5:25 am Eastern to be exact. Well....that's when I woke up.  
 
I woke up at the usual time, 5:25 am five minutes before the clock alarm made its wake up 

sounds. The coffee in the kitchen was ready having been automatically started at 5:10. As I was taking 
my first sip at the kitchen counter, I realized my dream last night was more vivid than my other dreams. 
In fact, it was so vivid I could recall it accurately -- word for word.  

 
I've never experienced a dream like that!  
 
I've had the same recurring dream over the years, when I remember it. Most of the time after I 

wake up I know I have had a dream, but it quickly recedes from my conscious memory back into that 
unconscious realm.  

 
In this dream I find myself and my wife in a large room in what appears to be the ground floor of 

a private home. I say that, because I could look out through a large floor to ceiling window to a large 
pool and, beyond that, a sandy beach leading to water. I could see about ten people in lounge chairs on 
one edge of the pool and more on the beach. A couple was watching three children playing in a small 
kid-sized pool. There were another fifteen or so inside the room scattered around.  

 
We walk outside to the pool area and we're greeted warmly by those around the pool as if they 

knew us. They seem vaguely familiar to me, but my wife seems to know them. I turn around to look at 
the building we just exited and was instantly amazed at what I was seeing.  

 
The ground floor looked to be about 200 feet wide. Several sets of French doors were 

positioned in the middle of the first floor all leading out to the pool. Beyond the pool on both ends were 
more French doors that opened onto small decks. They were probably small personal cabins. Again as 
we walked by people we were knowingly acknowledged.  

 
Looking up I noticed the entire structure must be twenty stories high. But it wasn't free 

standing. It was nestled into a sheer cliff that went 200-300 feet above the roof line of the building. 
Looking left and right the cliff appeared to continue at the same height for about one-half mile in both 
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directions and disappear around a curve. At that point the beach ended with only water and cliff rocks 
beyond. This made the only access to the building from the beach by water. But not too far from the 
structure sat a small dock with what looked like ten boat slips some of which were occupied by a several 
motor boats and sail boats.  

 
We walked back into the ground floor. It seemed to be dedicated to the pool and beach 

activities. Someone was tending bar for a couple that was seated at the bar, but she didn't appear to be 
an employee. She was dressed like the others in casual, beach-style clothes.  

 
We began exploring other rooms on the ground floor. In just about every room I noticed a set of 

stairs leading to the next level. We even noticed an elevator toward the back of the floor. Next to the 
elevator door was a detailed map of this floor. As I suspected all but the large room in the center of the 
floor were small one and two bedroom apartments. 

 
Next to the elevators was a description of every floor of the building. Each level appeared to 

specialize in some leisurely activity. The topmost floors looked to be apartments of varying sizes while 
the middle floors were dedicated to communal activities. One floor was designated to be library while 
another had gyms, weight rooms and other exercise material. Part of that floor had an infirmary. There 
were even floors dedicated to wood and metal fabrication as well as those dedicated to the arts. We 
also noticed the elevator had stops at several more floors above the building, the topmost floor labeled 
"Main." 

 
We decided to walk up one of the sets of stairs to the next level. This floor changed from a 

beach theme to a slightly more vacation home feel. There was no main room as in the first floor, but the 
rooms in the center were more family-room sized with an entertainment center, book shelves and big 
easy chairs and couches. Again as with the first floor there were apartments on both ends. And nearly 
every room in the center had a stair case to the next floor and access to the elevator in the back. Next to 
the elevator there was a small kitchen with a few tables. As with the first floor those that we saw were 
talking quietly or watching the television and looked up knowingly as we walked by.  

 
Our unsatisfied curiosity led us to survey more floors. As the map near elevator indicated the 

themes changed from floor to floor. The activity floor had room for volleyball, basketball, and other 
indoor activities. The exercise rooms were fully stocked all sorts of weight machines, free weights, and 
exercise machines. The infirmary, also on this floor, had several rooms and even some bed space. But 
there was no one there to ask any questions. 

 
The uppermost floors had mostly apartments but these floors had small community rooms 

dedicated to quiet reflection and reading. I also noticed computers nearly everywhere on the other 
floors, but these floors looked to be electronically quiet. 

 
We got on the elevator at the topmost floor of the building and wanted to stop at one of the 

interim floors below the floor marked "Main." The floor we chose was labeled "Storage." We saw 
someone moving a box of supplies to a cart. I asked if he worked here. He said he did not. He added that 
he likes to cook and was preparing lunch for everyone today. I commented that there must be 300-400 
in the building. He responded noting that there are 328 to be exact: 275 adults and 53 children. He 
continued stating he had a small crew on the fifth floor that helps him, which makes the preparation 
time go quickly. 
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"I don't recall seeing a cafeteria on that floor," I said. 
 
"No,” he responded, “there isn't one, but we use some of the large rooms on the other floors. 

We don't like cafeteria style eating. So, we spread out and eat family style when we have community 
meals." 

 
"All the meals aren't community meals?" 
 
"No, in fact most prepare their own meals in their apartments most of the time. And many share 

their meals with others in groups of two to eight." 
 
"Who runs this place?" I asked. 
 
"They are on the Main floor at the top level of the elevator, but most of us don't see them. We 

have an elected board that meets with them from time-to-time. But, most of the time we are left alone 
to enjoy the facility." 

 
"What else is up there?" 
 
"There's parking and access to the main road." 
 
I offered my thanks for the information. We decided to head straight up to the Main level, but 

then that’s when I wake up! 
 
While the dream had some pleasant aspects to it with the large house on the beach and the 

people, it was frustrating to have the dream end before I could see what was outside this environment. 
However, as you are about to find out most of THIS dream came true as well as my most recent dream. 

 
The dream I had last night was different: vivid, like it was burned into my memory so I could 

recall every word. I played it back in my mind,  
 

“This message is being received by all sentient life on Earth. I am a member of an inter-galactic 
species called Primes that has been monitoring sentient life on Earth for two million years. My 
mission is to inform you that virtually all life on Earth will be destroyed very soon. The solar 
system in which you live will be bombarded with highly-charged Gamma rays, which are 
emanating from an exploded star in the Milky Way Galaxy your scientists call SN1054. These 
Gamma rays will arrive on the Earth June 12, 2036, 22 years from now and destroy every living 
thing in its path. However, we have the technology to save your species along with all other life 
on Earth. Extraction will soon begin and will be completed November, 2031. My message will 
conclude now, but I am sure you have many questions for me. The answers you seek will come 
in due time." 
 
I had just finished my first cup and was walking around the counter to pour another cup when I 
heard my wife coming downstairs. 
 
"Good morning," I said to her and began to pour a cup for her. 
 
"Uh....good morning," she said appearing distracted. 
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I kissed her and asked, "What's wrong?" 
 
She stood there for a few seconds cupping the warm coffee cup in her hands. 
 
"I.......had......the strangest dream last night. I was standing in our living room when the music on 
the radio stopped and someone started speaking instead. Someone on the radio began talking 
about.....everybody dying!"  
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Chapter Two - Chatter 
 

I started reading the newspapers, listening to the network and cable news, and scanning the 
Internet. The major news sources would only stick with the facts, which were few. But they did ask 
questions: who are the Primes, how was this message transmitted, and, most important of all, is the 
message true?" 

 
I read that the White House, DOD, DHS, NSA, and state and local authorities reported the same 

message had been received by everyone in the United States. The same reports came from foreign 
reporters world-wide. Everyone in the world received this message in their own language. 

 
I also read that NASA, private sector, and university scientists could not confirm what was stated 

with regard to the Gamma ray bombardment of Earth. They said they needed more information about 
the source of the Gamma rays. 

 
I heard a comedian on a late evening television show say, "I thought they were supposed to 

come down and say ‘Take me to your leader!’ ” 
 
Ancient astronaut theorists were in immediate demand. No longer were their theories limited to 

a few cable channels. They were big news! They were interviewed by major television and newspapers 
across the world. Some said they were even whisked away by a country’s secret organization to be 
interrogated. 

 
Bloggers blamed the NSA for cooking up this scheme. They said the President wanted to create a 

scenario for a nationwide panic, which would be an excuse for the administration to use executive 
orders to implement marital law around the country. Other bloggers blamed it on the high-flying planes 
spraying chemicals over most of the country causing mass hallucinations. 

 
There were even a few thugs in the cities that thought it would be good idea to riot in the 

streets to steal what they could. But the local and state authorities would have none of that and quickly 
quelled the perpetrators. 

 
In the centrally-controlled countries their political and religious leaders shut down all Internet 

and wireless communication by the general public. Only those with satellite phones could reach the 
outside world. Their radio and television stations were prohibited from reporting the phenomenon. 

 
Confirmation of the existence of the Primes and their message came quickly, but in a way no 

one could have guessed. Once revealed, the Primes began to demonstrate their considerable 
technology. Their mastery of nanotechnology engines benefitted the ill and the elderly immediately. 
Within a few weeks the medical industry began see their patients sustain remarkable cure rates even for 
those that were terminally ill. Their medical nanotechnology cured all illnesses incurred by human 
beings including Alzheimer’s, leukemia, cancer, and heart disease. Poor eyesight and loss of hearing was 
also corrected. 

 
While the whole world watched their population regain health, the Primes managed the 

weather. Extreme weather, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and extreme heat and cold were eliminated. 
Rain was controlled. Flooding was no longer a problem enabling rivers and lakes to stabilize their levels. 
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Historically arid regions were treated with plentiful rain. Congruent with plentiful rain their technology 
enriched the land allowing food to be grown in great supply. Famine and hunger across the globe were 
effectively eliminated. 

 
The Primes reestablished communication networks in countries where they were shut down by 

government officials. The Internet, radio, and television channels from all over the world were made 
available to all. 

 
After observing the benefits of interaction with the Primes, the vast majority of the Earth’s 

population became increasingly confident in the Primes and their statements about the impending 
catastrophe. 
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Chapter Three – Ten Months Later 
 

The White House reported scientists managing the Hubble telescope discovered an object 
moving through the solar system currently near Saturn. It appears to be a ship and its current speed is 
approximately 10% of light speed. At its current trajectory the ship should arrive at Earth in 
approximately 60 days. 

 
The world watched the NASA images of the space craft as it made its approach. National 

television and the cable channels added to fray by parading an unending supply of "experts." Scientists, 
sociologists, philosophers, commentators from all major and minor religions, and military and political 
analysts spewed a range of opinions. Those that watched the chaos created by those organizations 
gained nothing from their so-called analyses. 

 
The ship settled into an orbit in the exosphere about 400 miles from the Earth's surface. Though 

not visible with the naked eye the ship was fully visible by anyone with a telescope. Many in social 
media described the ship as a donut. NASA scientists confirmed its shape and added to the discussion by 
describing the ship as a vehicle approximately twenty miles in diameter. Indeed it was donut-shaped 
with the ring being about five miles thick. 

 
Bloggers and social media reported another message was sent by the Primes, but only a few 

recipients around the world received it this time. While the White House denied receiving the message 
traffic on the Internet confirmed the message. The message was shared with the rest of the world's 
population: 
 

“Our astronomers observed a supernova of a red giant 6,500 light-years from Earth. Your 
scientists call it SN 1054. The light of the supernova arrived on Earth in AD 1054. What Earth's 
scientists had not observed, because our technology is more advanced, is a pulse of extremely 
high energy gamma rays in the 20 trillion electron volt energy range was generated after the 
star went supernova. These high energy gamma rays are so dense they are travelling at 86.875% 
of light speed rather than at light speed one typically observes of gamma rays generated from 
Earth's sun. We calculate the phenomenon will enter the solar system in 22 years. Earth is in its 
path. 
 
We have prepared an inter-stellar ship for all Earth’s sentient and non-sentient life, which will 
be a safe haven. It is located just beyond the Oort Cloud. What you are observing from Earth is 
an inter-planetary ship, which will be your transportation to the inter-stellar ship. 
 
You are one of 10,000 of your species invited to journey with us to the inter-stellar ship. We 
have requested a select group of scientists, engineers, sociologists, politicians, businessmen, 
those in the medical field, artists, writers, and military personnel to report to those on Earth 
what they see as we journey to our inter-stellar ship. The trip will take three years travelling at 
35% of light speed, which is the maximum speed your species can travel in space and survive.  
 
After we arrive at the inter-stellar ship we will show your scientists, using our technology, the 
phenomenon that is heading toward Earth. They will be given the opportunity to develop their 
own experiments to independently validate our findings. 
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The 10,000 invitees and their families will also tour the inter-stellar ship and report back to their 
friends and colleagues all over Earth what they see there. It is on this ship where Earth’s 
residents will be safe from the high energy gamma rays from SN 1054. 
 
We are prepared to re-settle anyone that wants to go to inter-stellar ship. This ship will be the 
home for all of Earth's habitants while we journey to a new planet that has a similar 
environment and gravity as Earth. The planet is in the Gliese star system approximately 22 light-
years from Earth. The route will be elliptical, however, and will require travelling a distance of 27 
light-years. At 35 percent of light-speed the time it will take to reach the new planet will be 77 
years.” 
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Chapter Four - The Chosen 
 

Reports of the identities of the 10,000 chosen by the Primes flooded the Internet, but many 
were disregarded as other evidence about them emerged having sociopathic tendencies. The Primes 
message indicated the Chosen were coming from all walks of life. Thus, it was virtually impossible to 
compile a valid list, since there was no evidence of anyone having direct physical contact with the 
Primes. 

 
Of those that participated in the online conversation, many admitted they were not one of the 

Chosen, but spent considerable time asking,” Why not me?” Still there were others speculating on some 
evil plans the Primes might have in store for the Chosen even in light of the considerable benefits to 
mankind already experienced. Rather, they were recalling the many Hollywood movies where the extra-
terrestrials were up to no good for the people of Earth. 

 
There was one group that was entirely believable though. It seemed the Primes selected an 

entire company of the U.S. Army’s 82nd Airborne out of Fort Bragg near Fayetteville, North Carolina. 
They were believable since every soldier in the company from the commander and his officers to the 
NCO's and enlisted personnel acknowledged receipt of the message. Their stories were confirmed by the 
DOD, joint chiefs, and the White House. Similar reports came from NATO and China. Company strength 
units were also among the Chosen. Of particular importance to the world's reporters was that these 
groups of soldiers would be the first to be transported to the inter-planetary ship. They would be the 
ones providing the most important first impressions. 
 
………….. 
 

Observers using satellites and research telescopes saw three protrusions emanating from the 
side of the inter-planetary ship. Extending further from the ship, the protrusions changed into strands 
still connected to the ship yet growing longer by the minute. The unattached ends of the strands began 
angling toward Earth one strand heading toward the United States, another toward Europe, the third 
toward China. 

 
The world watched the strands as they approached their waiting guests. The strand approaching 

the United States settled over a 20 acre area of open space at Fort Bragg. The end of the strand 
expanded into a pyramid-like shape where the bottom of the pyramid was the same size as the 20 acre 
field to where it was heading. When the pyramid touched ground the walls appeared to turn translucent 
revealing a 20 acre metal platform. Dressed in their standard BDUs, the soldiers started moving 
themselves and their equipment onto the platform. As each soldier or piece of equipment touched the 
pyramid wall it appeared to give way revealing an opening the same size and shape allowing them onto 
the platform. 

 
The soldiers observed a mostly clear platform except for hooks to attach the equipment. There 

were also passenger airplane-type seats for the 150+ soldiers in the center of the platform. They then 
began loading and strapping down their vehicles and supplies. With that task complete the soldiers 
located their assigned seats and strapped themselves in. After everyone and everything was on board 
the platform and strapped in, the platform slowly lifted itself off the ground. 
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Everyone heard the commanding officer’s report, “The material that encased us is different 
from the platform material. It is soft and pliable, but does not allow me to push through it. It is opaque. 
So we can see through it. We can see that we are leaving the surface of the Earth and feel a slight g-
force acceleration while moving through the atmosphere and into space. We can't see the ship yet, but 
our sensors say that our heading is directly toward it." 

 
The strand connected to the pyramid continued to accelerate toward the inter-planetary ship. 

As it approached the point where the pyramid must slow down the soldiers were notified by the Primes 
they would experience a few seconds of weightlessness. Seconds later the entire pyramid with the 
platform inside turned completely over at which time it started to slow down at a rate approximately 
equal to 1 g. The tethered pyramid, telescope observers noted, approached the ship at an ever 
decreasing rate. When it reached the edge of the ship the pyramid appeared to dissolve into the ship 
much like a rain drop hitting pond water. 

 
After the platform was fully inside, the commanding officer reported, "We have arrived at the 

ship. We were transported inside and deposited on the interior side of the donut ring. The Chinese and 
NATO military contingents were similarly deposited next to us.” 

 
The three commanding officers conferred and reaffirmed the original plans to reconnoiter the 

ship. The American and Chinese forces would proceed on the ground in opposite directions while the 
NATO force would reconnoiter from above in helicopters. Technicians sampled the atmosphere and 
determined the level of oxygen/nitrogen content to be similar to Earth’s. They also noted an ambient air 
temperature at 75 degrees. Measurements also confirmed the entire ship was spinning at roughly 1 g. 
The light level was sufficient to see the ship’s interior clearly, although none could locate the source of 
the light. Using laser measuring devices they calculated the ceiling to be about three miles overhead 
from the surface. Given earlier calculations of the width of the donut that meant the soil depth below 
was two miles. They also confirmed the width to be five miles and its length to be 62.28 miles given the 
diameter of the donut at 20 miles. Testing the wall at the edge the technicians reported it moved slightly 
when touched but would not give way. The walls were silvery, opaque allowing light from above to 
reflect gently. Clear observation ports were measured at ten by twenty feet approximately one hundred 
feet apart. As with the wall the port moved slightly when touched. Lastly, the technicians tested the soil 
and grasses from the area they landed and found them to be similar to Earth’s. 

 
The American contingent worked their way counter clockwise while the Chinese moved 

clockwise with the Europeans flying support from above in their helicopters. They moved through rich 
forests of hardwoods and pine coming upon grass clearings and streams. The Chinese worked their way 
by a lake measuring three by eight miles. The Americans drove down paved roads to a small town center 
area complete with retail, housing, and community centers. Every room in very building was searched. 
The soldiers found fully stocked kitchens and bars. The American commander was shown a map found 
by one of his soldiers that described every building in the town and their purpose. 

 
As they progressed through the areas the commanders were in continuous communication with 

the Primes as well as their superiors on Earth. When the American force met with the Chinese force the 
entire 314 square mile surface was documented by GPS mapping as well as by photographs from both 
the ground and the air. The commanders sent additional reports, which was transmitted back to Earth 
to all television and cable stations around the world. 
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What everyone saw was an ideal environment for human habitation complete with a town. The 
town had enough housing for the Chosen and their families totaling close to 25,000. It also had retail 
shops consisting of restaurants, bakeries, drug stores, hardware stores, a movie theater, and gas 
stations. It had a small hospital, medical offices for physicians and dentists, a fire station, and schools. 
The town had everything a population of 25,000 would require. 

 
After the three commanders conferred, the reports to their commanders on Earth all indicated 

the ship was safe. Six new protrusions immediately emerged from the ship to pick up the rest of the 
Chosen and their families. Five pyramids touched down at Brussels, Belgium; Beijing, China; Boston, 
Massachusetts; Fort Bragg, North Carolina; and Rio De Janeiro, Brazil. One plunged into the ocean above 
the Marianas Trench, 1700 miles southeast of Japan. Five pyramids deposited the people at the small 
town on the inter-planetary ship. One stopped at a body of water on the ship hidden under the surface. 
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Chapter Five – Q & A 
 

After the mission to the inter-stellar ship had begun for the Chosen, the Internet flared up again 
with questions for the Primes. But the Primes had their own method of communication. Rather than 
continue their "broadcasts" generating a single message for everyone on Earth, they "talked" 
individually with those that wanted to listen. Of course many accepted the invitation, but there were 
some that refused to listen. Those that chose to listen were introduced to a vast new world of 
information and learning. The Internet and many sources of news simply fell silent as those that were 
communicating with the Primes were focusing on their individual experiences. 

 
My questions were: 

 
Will your medical technology eliminate death? 

 
No, everyone dies. Only God and his angels are immortal. Our medical nanotechnology 
will only extend life. Humans will still die of old age and trauma. The natural life span for 
humans without illness and disease should be about 180 years. 

 
How old are you? 

 
My age, based on your calendar, is about 17.4 million years. We, too, eventually die and 
become part of the Cosmos again. Our life-span is about 60 million years. 

 
Where did the Primes come from? 

 
We have a home planet on the other side of the Milky Way Galaxy about 85,000 light 
years from this solar system, but only a small percentage reside there. There are nearly 
600 billion of us scattered across the galaxy and several of the closer galaxies. We have 
documented another 1.7 trillion other sentient life forms spread across about 100,000 
species. Most of them, like you, have not traveled outside of their solar system. The rest 
have joined the Galactic population to participate in the many cultures across the 
galaxy. 

 
The Primes have visited other galaxies? 

 
We began sending emissaries to other galaxies two billion years ago. The farthest we 
have traveled and returned is 1.2 billion light years, but the crew took 60 of our 
generations to get there and return. Naturally, most stayed at the galaxy and settled 
there. 

 
 

How did you find us? 
 

Discovery of new life is a long and tedious process. Our archaeologists send out drones 
to monitor solar systems throughout the galaxy. After life is confirmed a survey ship is 
dispatched to observe remotely. Once sentient life is confirmed scientist emissaries are 
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stationed on the planet where they closely observe and report their progress to 
authorities of the Council of Archeology. 

 
Council of Archeology? 

 
The Council of Archeology is tasked to investigate the galaxies and document life, 
especially sentient life. Members travel to planetary systems that host life and observe 
their growth into sentient forms. They are stationed in interstellar space in planet-sized 
ships positioned outside solar systems. There is one near here just beyond the Oort 
Cloud to where the Chosen are travelling. The ship is too large to enter the planetary 
sphere, since its gravity would alter the orbits of the natural planets. We travel in 
smaller ships to visit those planets with sentient life. 

 
How long have you been observing Earth? 

 
Your species was not the first to develop on Earth. You are the sixth, in fact, we have 
documented going back roughly 600 million years. Their footprints have all but vanished 
on Earth, wiped clean by this violent planet and its unpredictable star. We have been 
observing your species since becoming sentient, which was just over two million years 
ago. 

 
Is there life on any of the other planets? 

 
Mars and Venus generated life, including sentient life forms. They had to be extracted 
from their dying planets nearly 40 million years ago as was your predecessors on Earth. 

 
What happened to them? 

 
Occasionally a planet's life forms are threatened by a natural catastrophe, such as a 
planet-killer meteor. If the species advanced to a point where they are able protect 
themselves we continue to observe and report. However, if the planet's species are not 
able to avoid catastrophic destruction our emissaries reveal themselves to the sentient 
species and arrange to transfer them and many of the other life forms to a ship out of 
the danger zone.  

  
However, the time for the planet to restore itself to again sustain life may be many 
millions of years. The type of life form the planet can sustain at this point may be too 
noxious to the rescued life forms. Alternatively, the species on the ship may have 
evolved to the point where their physiology is incompatible with the planet's 
atmosphere, gravity, or minerals. In these cases the entire ship's passengers are 
relocated to planets that are consistent with the physiologies of the various life forms. 
That is, sea life is populated on a planet with hydrogen/oxygen water and land-based 
life is placed on oxygen/nitrogen planets. Hopefully, we will find one planet, but there 
have been cases where a planet's life forms had to be distributed to several planets.  

 
The descendants of the five previous Earth sentient species, Mars, and Venus are spread 
out across the galaxy numbering nearly 65 billion. 
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And you have observed us for two million years? 
 

After the catastrophe had passed on your planet, remotes were positioned near all the 
planets and their moons to survey for sentient life forms. The Earth was fruitful yet 
again. Approximately two million years ago your species was observed by our remotes 
as having sentient tendencies. It was at that time when many of us were assigned by the 
Council of Archeology to observe your progress and report significant advancements. 

 
What advancements did we have? 

 
Your species has been progressing quite nicely with significant advancements in science, 
technology, medicine, and the arts especially during the last 500 years. Your species has 
produced significant historical figures, such as Noah, Moses, David, Jesus, Newton, 
Mozart, Michelangelo, George Washington, Winston Churchill, Albert Einstein, Jonas 
Salk, Wernher von Braun, Martin Luther King, Ronald Reagan, and Steven Jobs. 

 
Successful sentient life, that is, those that have joined us in the Galaxy, produced similar 
significant figures from their own species. In our opinion, the human species had a 
chance to join us if they did not exhaust the Earth's resources first. But that is moot 
now.  

 
How long have the Primes been travelling the galaxy? 

 
Primes have been able to travel at 80% light speed for 3 billion years. Our physiology 
allows our species to travel at 80% the speed of light, which has provided us the 
opportunity to explore these vast distances. There may have been others before us, but 
no evidence of their existence in the millions of worlds we visited have been found. 
Older species were discovered, but their development was slower. Near speed-of-light 
space travel had not been developed when we discovered them. 
 
Earth scientists are correct in calculating the speed limit of the universe, which is the 
speed of light. And 80% of light speed is the practical limit for life having mass. At those 
speeds and given our extended lifetimes we were able to investigate much of the Milky 
Way and its life-sustaining planets. 
 
Those solar systems that could support life were encountered mostly along the spiral 
arms of the galaxy. The center of the Milky Way, which is about 12,000 light-years 
across, is much too violent to support life, although it does generate new stars. These 
new suns spew out from the center and create new solar systems, which we monitor 
once they leave the galaxy’s core 

 
 

Why did a tentacle submerge in the Marianas Trench? 
 

That question cannot be answered now. 
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Chapter Six - Reactions 
 

Without control of medical care, the food supply, or communication governments lost their 
stranglehold over their own population. They could no longer control their people through intimidation 
and restrictive access to resources.  Autocracies fell. Democracies and republics learned that their only 
purpose was to protect its borders from invaders. The people could live their lives as they chose. The 
world’s people were finally free! 

 
Theocracies continued to control their populations. Through dogma and manipulation of their 

radical elements the leaders continued to influence their followers into submission. The world could 
now clearly see how manipulative religious leadership could be. 

 
Even with all their needs fulfilled (food, shelter, and communication) the dark side of the human 

race still showed itself. The seven deadly sins (wrath, greed, sloth, pride, lust, envy, and gluttony) played 
an even greater role in people’s lives. Countries still needed police, fire, EMT, hospitals, and doctors to 
rescue and care for trauma victims. Criminal organizations still flourished providing a vast array of drugs 
to the populations. 

 
Christians felt certified with the mention of Jesus, although they thought he was the "only" Son 

of God. The Primes informed us that Jesus has appeared on many planets and was prophesized by a 
Holy text written by their own species. The Counsel of Archeology found that all of the texts were similar 
in context across the galaxy. 

 
Of all the World’s religions, only the Judeo-Christian stories and teachings were mentioned by 

the Primes. Other recognized religions and cults reacted differently. Most, driven by their creed of non-
violence, rationalized their religions as a self-improvement philosophy much like the followers of the 
ancient oriental means of self-defense. 

 
One major religious group, however, reacted violently since their prophet wasn't mentioned. 

Prodded by their leaders, radical elements began to attack and kill non-believers. Countries controlled 
by this religion did nothing to stop the purge of non-believers. Other countries driven more by political 
correctness of recent years tolerated their outbursts, but not their wanton killing of non-believers. 
Communist countries and other dictatorships had few issues with them since they did not have to 
conform to any politically-correct codes. Deadly force was used early and effectively, which stopped any 
notion of rioting or insurrection. The United Nations, of course, was nowhere to be found as they were 
more interested in issuing resolutions. As a result the United States stopped their support and the 
United Nations folded. 
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Chapter Seven – Lifeboat  
 

Four years later….. 
 

After the inter-planetary ship passed through the Oort Cloud, the Chosen saw the first images of 
the inter-stellar ship on the monitors deployed throughout the ship. While not yet visible to the naked 
eye the Chosen saw a computer generated image. The image showed a silver colored ball in the stark, 
black background of space. Transmissions back to Earth were continuous throughout the voyage with 
the delay growing longer as the ship moved further away. These new transmissions of the inter-stellar 
ship would take a year before the earthbound sentients would see them. 

 
The ship slowed from 65,000 miles per second (35% light speed) to one mile per second while 

the silver ball grew larger on the screen. Those on board shifted their attention to the viewing portals 
when the silver ball grew visible to the naked eye. As the ship moved closer the silver ball filled the 
viewing screens. Sensors showed that the surface was less than 100 miles distant. Travelling at one mile 
per second they were rapidly approaching the silver ball. The ship slowed even more to a tenth of a mile 
per second. When the ship touched the surface of the silver ball, the surface gave way perfectly allowing 
the ship to slide through easily. 

 
It came to a full stop just inside. 
 
Looking below, the Chosen saw what appeared to be Earth’s twin 400 miles below. While they 

orbited this new version of Earth, the Chosen observed land masses similarly shaped as the original 
continents on Earth. Rivers, lakes, and the oceans were also shaped similarly. The temperature ranges 
were similar as well with ice on the Polar Regions, mild temperatures to the south and north of the Polar 
Regions, and temperate regions around the equator. Sensors provided by the Primes revealed plant and 
animal life in abundance all over the globe. But their sensors also showed no artificial structures on the 
entire surface. The inter-planetary ship settled over a location that would be Naples, Italy on the original 
Earth and deployed its passengers to their new ship, but this time the entire town and its inhabitants 
were delivered to the area. 

 
As promised, the Primes revealed the phenomenon still fifteen light-years distant. Using the 

Prime’s technology, the Chosen scientists verified its lethality by measuring its strength and speed at 
which it is travelling. After conferring they sent multiple reports to their counterparts back on Earth in 
effect confirming the Primes message. 

 
At this time anther message was delivered to the Chosen and simultaneously transmitted to 

Earth, which would be received in one year. 
 

“This inter-stellar ship will be your home for you and your descendants for the next 77 years. 
This planet-sized ship has the same resources as those back on Earth, but with a new 
environment. No polluted air, water, or land. We will maintain the same environmental 
conditions throughout your journey. 
 
When the mass migration takes place on Earth most personal possessions will be transported. 
Items of intrinsic value to your species will be completely transported. All museums, 
government and religious buildings and their contents will be transplanted to their new home. 
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Each and every one of you will be provided with the basic essentials to sustain life: good health, 
food, and shelter. Acquisition of additional benefits beyond the basics will be the responsibility 
of each individual. It will up to the individual to acquire products and services to enhance their 
life experience be it transportation, entertainment, sports, or religion. 
 
Many people will desire to have some form of work in their daily lives. We will work with the 
current large and small corporations and personal businesses to re-establish their capability to 
produce goods and service your species has come to expect. This will enable those that choose 
to work to have a place of employment. We will also work with those that want to develop their 
personal business. We will provide work space and initial material to allow them to be 
productive once they embark on the inter-stellar ship. 
 
The migration process will now begin.” 

 
The Chosen saw hundreds of thousands of the smaller inter-planetary ships materialize on the 

outer-surface of the inter-stellar ship and begin their trek to Earth.  
 
……….. 
 

Fifteen Months Later….. 
 

Shortly after the Earth’s residents heard the message from the Primes transmitted from the 
inter-stellar ship they observed the ships heading toward Earth. Many began their preparations, while 
others still remained unsure or outright defiant. 

 
All watched as the inter-planetary ships arrived, deployed their tentacles, picked up their 

allotments, and started the journey back to the inter-stellar ship beyond the Oort Cloud. Curiosity 
peaked when several ships hovered above the new Marianas Trench and deploy their tentacles into the 
ocean. The Primes made a startling announcement,  
 

“Your species was not the only sentient life form on planet Earth. A species that calls themselves 
‘Lukanee’ live in the deep waters of the Marianas Trench and have been for the last 82 million 
years. They have a vast and rich culture, but have remained isolated from your species as they 
are defenseless. We have helped to protect them from detection up to this point, but this event, 
regrettably, has exposed them. 
 
Upon reaching the inter-stellar ship, we will place them back into the Marianas Trench. Since 
you are now aware of their existence those waters will be off limits. However, your scientists 
and theirs will be provided opportunities to communicate once we get underway to Gliese. It is 
our hope your communication will be successful as both species have a great deal to offer one 
another.” 

 
Much of the world was prepared to be picked up by the Primes when the inter-planetary ships 

arrived. Many others influenced by their religious leaders and dominated by the radical elements 
refused. Still others refused, because they did not believe the messages or distrusted the reports from 
both the inter-planetary and inter-stellar ships. 
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On November 15, 2030 the Primes sent their final message to those remaining, 
 

“We recognize your God given right of free will and will not interfere with your decision. Know 
that when we depart for the inter-stellar ship we will not return. The Gamma ray buster is lethal 
to our species as well and we must be positioned outside of the Oort Cloud before it arrives.” 
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Chapter Eight – The Phenomenon 

 
The LORD of Heaven’s Armies says, “The day of judgment is coming, burning like a furnace. On 

that day the arrogant and the wicked will be burned up like straw. They will be consumed—roots, 

branches, and all.  But for you who fear my name, the Sun of Righteousness will rise with healing in his 

wings. And you will go free, leaping with joy like calves let out to pasture.”--- Malachi 4: 1-2 

 
April 19, 2035 

 
Everyone on the inter-stellar ship watched as the phenomenon ripped a hole into the Oort 

Cloud scattering billions of new comets and asteroids toward the solar system. 
 
 

June 12, 2036 
 

What was left of Earth’s sentient life blinked out of existence in an instant. The leading edge of 
the phenomenon blew the atmosphere and much of the oceans into space. The remaining water boiled 
away from searing friction of the Gamma ray particles bombarding the Earth. All remaining plant and 
animal life perished in a world-wide firestorm. The average temperature of the planet’s surface 
ballooned to 800 degrees rendering all but a few micro-organisms lifeless. 
 
 

July 23, 2036 
 

I am finishing this story sitting next to the pool at my “dream” house. My wife and I are enjoying 

our time together with our families, friends, and their families. With our life expectancy increased by 

100 years, we have decided to develop new talents. My wife has taken up painting while I have started 

to write. This is my first attempt. Novels are on the way. 

We are leaving our solar system now on our Earth-sized lifeboat for a 77 year voyage to our new 

home. It is my hope that my descendants will return to this solar system and Earth in the future to 

observe new life forming from the chaos. 

I bid you adieu and farewell, 

John Dereck Hall 
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Chapter Nine – Version 7.0 
 

The captain of the ship put the story down on his desk and looked out of his cabin window to 
the six containers orbiting next to his ship. Each container is approximately the size of his ship, which 
carries 5000 crew and material for 15 years of space travel. 

 
Each container displayed a counter. The footnote of the story he just read identified these 

counters as timers where each update is the amount of time a signal traveling the speed of light from 
the time capsule to the sun and return. The counter where the story was found was at 22,812,894. After 
converting to their number system, the ship’s engineers calculated the container has been orbiting their 
star for about 45 million years. The team sent to examine the other containers reported counters with 
significantly larger numbers. The furthest container appeared to the oldest with its counter at 
275,194,629 making it roughly 550 million years old. 

 
The Captain then heard someone say very quietly,  
 
"This is John Dereck Hall, a descendant and namesake of the author. I have been waiting for 
you Captain. Your species is the seventh sentient life form to develop on Earth. Your discovery of 
the time capsules of the previous six sentient species has elevated you to inter-stellar status. I 
will be your guide for the beginning of your inter-stellar years. Welcome my brothers!” 
 


